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CDAD is Detroit’s association of community development and neighborhood improvement
organizations. It enhances the capacity and effectiveness of its members, other communitybased organizations and Detroit residents through advocacy, training, technical assistance,
information sharing, education, and facilitating common action.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Since 2013 Community Development
Advocates of Detroit (CDAD) has worked with
Residents Empowered, Strengthened and
Transforming Our Residential Environment
(RESTORE NED) and residents of Northeast
Detroit to develop a block-level community
land use and quality of life plan. This report is
a set of recommendations resulting from the
participatory planning sessions attended by
residents and stakeholders across the area.

decisions in Northeast Detroit. It is designed
to be easily used and understood by all
stakeholders, including individual residents,
block clubs, faith groups, community-based
organizations and city staff and council members.
This document includes land use plans for
residential areas and commercial corridors
as well as a Resident Action Plan created to
develop a plan for addressing quality of life
concerns. Emergent themes of the planning
process include actions related to land use
and quality of life concerns:
• Actions to keep areas that are currently
densely populated stable and strong;
• Actions to ensure that areas with less vacancy
remain residential but transformed into areas
with larger lots, allowing for multiple uses;
• Actions to transform areas with the highest
vacancy into productive open space with land
uses such as urban farming, alternative energy
generation and manicured recreational spaces

The boundaries of the RESTORE NED area were
defined by a community steering committee. The
area encompasses much of Detroit’s City Council
District 3. Due to the size of the area, 32 planning
meetings were organized, presentations were
made to various block clubs and at various block
clubs and at open public meetings. Additional
community engagement occurred through work
with local churches, during public events and
canvassing door-to-door. Residents, communitybased organizations and other stakeholders
learned about current conditions data and
worked together to create a framework for the
future of Northeast Detroit.
This document represents a plan for action
that will guide land use, resource and planning
1
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• Actions to reconfigure commercial corridors
to ensure that there are areas with vibrant
shopping and services while others are
designed as safe travelling thoroughfares to
more active areas. Other commercial corridors
will act as areas to buffer residential areas
from industry and truck traffic

BACKGROUND
INFORMATION
Strategic Framework planning in Northeast
Detroit is the result of a partnership between
Community Development Advocates of
Detroit (CDAD) and the RESTORE NED
collaborative. CDAD, its members and its
supporters strive to serve as a catalyst for the
transformation of Detroit neighborhoods. For
15 years, CDAD has served as the association
for nonprofit, community-based development
organizations in Detroit. Detroit is at a critical
time in its history. Detroit neighborhoods
continue to face population loss,
abandonment and blight. The city is defining
itself post-bankruptcy. CDAD is stepping
forward in a variety of ways to address these
challenges: expanded membership, Strategic
Framework community-based planning tool,
community development System Reform
initiative, community engagement and public
policy advocacy. CDAD is working to support
Detroit’s neighborhoods.

• Actions to improve safety and security in the
district
• Actions to increase employment and
entrepreneurship opportunities in the district
• Actions to increase collaboration across the
district through district-wide engagement

The following document provides a description
of the community, an overview of the process,
highlight of ideas generated during community
meetings and a set of recommendations for
moving forward.

1 www.restorened.org

RESTORE NED
RESTORE NED stands for: Residents
Empowered Strengthening and Transforming
Our Residential Environment of Northeast
Detroit. It is a collaboration of three nonprofit organizations, two block clubs and
one business association. The role of the
RESTORE NED collaborative is to serve as
a “convener, organizing existing local efforts
to build an infrastructure for lasting, positive
community revitalization that is based on the
people’s everyday experience and desire
to actualize a vibrant community in which to
work, live and play.”1 During its initial stages,
this collaborative did a parcel survey of all
residential parcels in the area and developed
a workplan and corresponding work groups.
The development of this collaborative was
supported by CDAD’s System Reform Working
Group’s Strategic Alliance initiative.
Groups involved in RESTORE NED wanted
to build on their partnership by organizing a
community planning initiative utilizing CDAD’s
Strategic Framework Process. They convened
a larger Steering Committee comprised of
block clubs and interested residents. Their
main goal was to have a plan for the area
that could be used to coordinate the work of
the numerous block clubs and other groups
as well as to attract new resources to to
northeast Detroit. The group felt it important
to develop a plan that could ensure positive
changes to the district and stop the growing
tide of adult entertainment clubs, used
car dealerships, junk yards, liquor stores
and marijuana dispensaries. The group
also wanted to build on, coordinate and
acknowledge its biggest asset: residents.
Residents in this area, like other areas in the
CDAD • RESTORE NED COMMUNITY VISION
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city, work diligently to stabilize and strengthen
their neighborhoods.
The Steering Committee first defined their
geographic scope and then organized the area
into nine engagement zones. The engagement
zones were defined by the boundaries that
corresponded with boundaries of participating
block clubs. In each engagement zone, three
residents took on the challenge of engaging
the community: two working with block clubs
and general engagement and one working
with the faith communities.
CDAD worked with the Steering Committee to
develop a suitable process for the area. This
technical assistance included education about
the Strategic Framework process, land use
typologies, current conditions maps, facilitation
training, community engagement planning,
survey development and workshop design.

WHAT IS STRATEGIC
FRAMEWORK?
CDAD’s Strategic Framework (SF) is a
community-based planning tool that draws
on the power of Detroit residents to shape
their own neighborhoods. The SF provides
an opportunity for residents and other
stakeholders to use data that describes the
current patterns of population loss, vacancy
and housing condition to plan livable, green
neighborhoods, thriving commercial corridors
and green spaces of the future.
It is important for neighborhoods to undergo this
planning process because it will result in:
• A Shared Vision: A community plan
encourages partnerships and prevents wasted
resources if everyone is working towards the
same goals along the same timeline.
• Credibility: When neighborhood groups
share a plan created by meaningful civic
engagement, others (funders, the City, etc.)
take note.
• Advocacy: It’s easier to take a stand for a
neighborhood vision if it’s a shared vision.
Neighborhood stakeholders can identify
and work to change the policies that would
interfere with the accomplishment of their
neighborhood plans—allowing that vision to
be a strong basis for advocacy.
• Motivation and Opportunity: At the
conclusion of the Strategic Framework
process, the community has created a plan
it can implement. That plan becomes a
beacon for anyone who cares about the
neighborhood to get involved and help move
the plan forward.

SF is a participatory planning process
that builds on the expertise of residents
3
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and stakeholders. CDAD understand that
residents have deep knowledge of their own
communities that nobody else can have.
SF plans puts the expertise of residents and
stakeholders at the center of planning efforts.
The process is designed to enhance that
knowledge and to build long-term relationships
between residents, resident groups and
stakeholders. These long-term relationships
form the foundation for resident participation
in design, planning and implementation.
Strategic Framework includes the use of
a block-level current conditions analysis
and land use typologies. CDAD’s current
conditions analysis is crucial for developing
knowledge about the state of communities
today. This data can be used to make
realistic decisions about cost effective
future investment in Detroit neighborhoods.
The analysis will illustrate which areas are
experiencing high levels of vacancy and
population loss and which are more active and
stable. This distinction will spur conversation
about which areas will likely need more
investment long-term in order to create usable
public spaces and which will require fewer
resources to stabilize.
Land use typologies were developed by CDAD
in order to provide a range of appropriate
options for future land use. During the
planning process, participants learn about the
current conditions of their communities. Land
use typologies are used to create plans for
the future of neighborhoods. The typologies
outline a variety of land use options and range
from ‘green’ typologies for use in low and
very-low density areas, residential, commercial
and industrial typologies.2

2 See Appendix A for more information about CDAD’s land use typologies

The convening organizations develop a
Steering Committee made up of residents and
other stakeholders. This committee guides the
planning process by developing a community
engagement strategy, defining engagement
zones, facilitating public meetings and working
with CDAD to develop meeting agendas.
CDAD supports the work of this Steering
Committee by providing technical assistance
with the planning process, land use typologies,
workshop design, community engagement
strategy development and local data.
During the SF process, residents and
stakeholders review current conditions
maps and learn what the data say about the
neighborhood. This process encourages
shared analysis which will help people
make decisions about the most appropriate
and realistic plans for the future of their
neighborhoods.

CDAD • RESTORE NED COMMUNITY VISION
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
The physical boundaries for the planning area
in Northeast Detroit were created prior to the
final definition of Detroit’s City Council District
boundaries. The intention was to plan in all of
Council District 3. The final boundaries are from
Woodward to Kelly, 6 Mile to 8 Mile and around
City Airport. These physical boundaries were
determined by a stakeholder-driven Steering
Committee. Data about District 3 formed the
basis for the community planning process.
According to an April 7, 2013 Detroit Free Press
Article, District 3:
• Has the second lowest per capita income in
the city
• Has the third largest number of residents
living in poverty
• Has the least number of residents with
high school diplomas and college degrees
• Has 100 Churches and 196 places to
buy alcohol
• Is home to City Airport
• Has two auto plants – Chrysler and Viper
• Has 6 schools
• Home to Faygo, a local soft drink company

5
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CDAD’s current conditions neighborhood
analysis shows that Northeast Detroit has a
mix of residential, commercial and industrial
uses and conditions. The map current
conditions illustrates an analysis based on
several data sets.3
Residential
There are strong residential neighborhoods in
District 3. Some areas have houses on almost
each parcel. These areas will require fewer
resources to stabilize. Other areas have higher
vacancies and will require more resources
to stabilize. Other areas have blocks with
no occupied houses. During the community
planning meetings, these areas were
designated as appropriate for altnernative
land uses such as urban agriculture, storm
water remediation and manicured green
spaces. Among these areas are a unique mix
of housing stock and historic neighborhoods.
Commercial Corridors
The commerical corridors in the area, including
7 Mile, Van Dyke and 8 Mile are a mix of
long stretches with open, well manicured
storefronts, areas where there are vacant
storefronts and active businesses on the
same block and areas where the majority of
storefronts are closed. Residents spoke of the
nature of businesses in the area. Many spoke
of the importance of attracting businesses that
would contribute to the well-being of residents
and the corridors themselves and called for a
stop to permits issued to liquor stores, adult
entertainment establishments and junk yards.

3 See Appendix B for more information on how current conditions data is compiled

NED PLANNING PROCESS
The local Steering Committee for the
RESTORE NED process was developed and
organized to optimize community engagement
efforts. The community was divided into nine
community engagement zones. Each zone
had representation on the Steering Committee
through two community engagement
volunteers and one faith community
engagement volunteer. This was a deliberate
strategy designed to ensure that volunteers
were not working in isolation and to be able
to employ multiple strategies to increase
participation.
Considering the large area, in order to ensure
robust community engagement, many meetings
had to be organized across the area. In
total, over six months, there were 32 large
community meetings, ten block club ‘check-ins’
and over 1000 flyers posted in public spaces.
Volunteers went door to door to speak with
their neighbors. A full-page in a RESTORE NED
newspaper which was delivered door-to-door,
was used to invite residents to participate in the
process and outline the land use typologies.
At the large scale community meetings three
adjacent engagement zones attended the same
meeting in order to plan and check boundaries.
This ensured that each area had a chance to
plan at the block-level with the neighbors they
share their boundaries with. This also helped
residents identify which parts of their zone
were not being represented. Participants were
then asked to help with engagement in their
zones by talking to their neighbors, inviting
them to the meetings and talking about their
preferred uses for vacant land.

Participants were asked to work together to
answer the following questions:
• What do we know about current land use
patterns?
• How can we strengthen areas that are mostly
occupied but have a few vacant houses on the
block?
• How can we strengthen areas where there
are some occupied houses and many vacant
houses on the block?
• How can we create assets out of areas that
are extremely low density?
• How can we use vacant land and buildings to
create jobs and help the environment?
• What kind of businesses do we want for our
communities?
• What can we do about businesses that are not
contributing positively to the community?
• What social services do we need in the
community?
• What should be done with vacant schools?
• How can we work to ensure our communities
are safe places to live and grow old?
• What am I willing to do to contribute to
positive change?
CDAD • RESTORE NED COMMUNITY VISION
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Several techniques were employed over eight
months to elicit participation in the public
meetings:
• Flyers were posted in public areas such as bus
stops, barber shops and grocery stores
• Over 1000 flyers were distributed door-to-door
• Information was distributed through block
clubs and community group email lists
• Short presentations were made to block
clubs and local churches in order to provide
information about the planning process and
public meetings
• Additional smaller meetings were held with
various block clubs and community groups to
‘check in’ with groups who expressed interest
but were unable to participate in scheduled
public meetings.
• Use of existing events (such as clean up days)
were used as opportunities to talk about the
planning process and meetings

THE RESTORE NED
RESIDENT ACTION PLAN
(NED RAP)
Residents worked together to design future
land use maps and outline a plan to improve
quality of life in their neighborhoods. The
following maps illustrate the land use vision
of residents who participated in the RESTORE
NED planning process.
A number of common themes emerged
throughout the process. These themes are
elements that were common across the area
and which form the basis of the RESTORE NED
Resident Action Plan (NED RAP) It is important
to note that these themes closely relate to the
working groups developed during the earlier
Strategic Alliance project outlined. These
themes are outlined below:
1. Strengthed residential neighborhoods
2. T
 ransform areas with high vacancy into
alternative land uses (manicured green
spaces, trails, urban agriculture, renewable
energy generation, soil remediation, etc.)
3. E
 ngage in parks development and
placemaking – parks, greenways, community
hubs
4. Revitalize commercial corridors
5. Develop plans to improve safety and security
throughout the area
6. C
 reate local employment opportunities and
work with local employers to hire residents
from the neighborhoods in the area
7. O
 rganize a system for district-wide
community engagement

7
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EMERGENT THEMES

1. S
 TRENGTHENING RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOODS

During the planning process, residents
discussed the future of their neighborhoods.
After reviewing the data and maps about
the residential areas, participants agreed
that wherever possible, it was important to
protect and preserve traditional residential
neighborhoods. Residential neighborhoods
must be maintained wherever possible. Actions
to sustain densely populated areas must be

implemented. Actions to strengthen struggling
neighborhoods must also be prioritized.
Population loss, blighted and vacant properties,
loss of property value, current foreclosure crisis
and a decrease in social services including public
schools, recreation programs and police services
have a negative impact on the whole district.
Suggested actions are organized into three
sub-themes. The first is sustaining population/
stabilizing neighborhoods. The second is
dealing with blighted properties and the third
is supporting residents to create less dense
residential neighborhoods.

ACTION STEPS

TIMEFRAME

PARTNERS

Organize small home tours or
events to show vacant properties
to potential buyers

1 year

Local real estate agents

Number of tours
organized

Ensure qualified residents are
aware of Home Repair loans and
grants

1 year

Social media

Number of social
media outputs

Community meetings
Nextdoor website
Community newsletters
Posters in businesses

RESTORE NED to buy properties
at the housing auction to rehab
and sell

5 years

SUSTAINING POPULATION/STABILIZING NEIGHBORHOODS
ACTION STEPS

TIMEFRAME

Public education about foreclosure
prevention to ensure owners stay
in their home through social media,
workshops and information
in public places

1 year

Raise funds to create a
rotating, interest free
loan program to pay mortgages

Marketing program
Press tours
Promote community plan
Use of rotating loan to offer
payments

Bridging Communities
Department of
Neighborhoods

1-5 years

RESTORE NED sponsored
fundraising – events, ebay
auctions, yard sales, etc.
Attract new residents to the area –
home owners and renters

PARTNERS

SUCCESS MEASURES

Number of
opportunities
organized to learn

Crowdfunding platforms Crowdfunding goal
such as KIVA Detroit,
met in order to
Patronicity
finance 5 rotating
loans
Nortown CDC

PRIORITY
High

Medium

Property Code Enforcement

Green buffering
Social Media Marketing Number of new
classes at local colleges residents that move
into the area as a
Local media
result of efforts by
Social media
NED
NED volunteers
Number of attempts
organized

PRIORITY
Medium

High

Number of people
reached at community
outreach events
Number of people
who contact NED for
more information

Crowdfunding platforms Amount of money
such as:
raised from
KIVA Detroit, patronicity crowdfunding
platforms
Individual NED
Number of
members
successful rehabs
Nortown CDC
that are sold
Funders

High

RESTORE NED
investment club
Ongoing

Planning Commission

5 years

Detroiters Working for
Environmental Justice

Funders
Ongoing

SUCCESS MEASURES

High

Number of
owners who make
Planning and
Development Department improvements to
their properties
Department of
Neighborhoods

Sierra Club

Number of green
buffers installed at
industrial sites

Medium

High

Use of rotating loan to offer
payments
Organizing a neighborhood
welcoming package/welcome
wagon
Storytelling initiative

13
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ACTIONS TO DEAL WITH BLIGHT
ACTION STEPS

TIMEFRAME

Work with city to
prioritize demolition
list – identify houses
that are a priority for
demolition

1 year

PARTNERS

Department of
Neighborhoods
Why Don’t We
Own This/Loveland
Technologies

SUCCESS MEASURES

List created

PRIORITY
High

Number of those
properties that are
demolished

Work with property
owners to encourage
maintenance of
properties
Communication with
property owners
(letters, phone calls,
emails, texts)
Offers to perform
maintenance
Use Why Don’t we
Own This to develop
the list
Organize a letter
writing campaign
Phone trees

Ongoing

Maintain properties
when owners do
not or cannot –
matching volunteer
support with seniors
who can’t care for
houses

Ongoing

NED Volunteers

Create and maintain
a list of major code
violations to share
with the city (list
geared toward out
of town owners
and commercial
properties)

Ongoing

NED volunteers

Neighborhood
Clean Ups

Ongoing

TIMEFRAME
Ongoing

PARTNERS

Detroit Land Bank
Authority

Medium

Nortown Interns

Blexting/Why

Don’t We Own
This/Loveland
Technologies

Number of
properties that
maintain or
demolished

PRIORITY

Number of lots
purchased

High

Develop tool
lending library

3 years

Lots of Love

Number of libraries
created

Low

Policy changes at
the city level

Low

Participate in urban
agriculture working
group at the city

Ongoing

City Planning and
Development
Department

Provide public
education about
uses for larger lots
– workshop, build
models and display,
tours of examples

Ongoing

Detroit Future City
Number of
Land Transformation educational
Guide
opportunities
provided
CDAD

Medium

Create community
gardens

Ongoing

Keep Growing
Detroit

Medium

Greening of Detroit
Number of
Clean up volunteers properties being
maintained
High Schools
(give volunteer hours)

SUCCESS MEASURES

Department of
Neighborhoods

NED Volunteers

Medium

Number of new
community gardens
created

Neighbors Building
Brightmoor

High

Department of
Neighborhoods

Tool Lending Library

15

Number of
properties being
maintained

ACTION STEPS

Purchase side lots

Detroit Land Bank
Authority
Why Don’t We
Own This/Loveland
Technologies

ACTIONS TO EXPAND SIDE LOTS TO CREATE LARGER LOTS
FOR PERSONAL AND/OR FARMING USES.
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NED volunteers
Number of
properties that are
Alternative Spring
cleaned yearly
Break
Methodist Youth Groups

High

Nortown Intern
WSU planning intern
CDAD • RESTORE NED COMMUNITY VISION
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2. REPURPOSING VACANT LAND
The amount of vacant land and properties in the district impacts every single resident be it through
creating blight in communities, reducing property values, contributing to crime and creating
psychological impacts.
ACTION STEPS

Assembling vacant
land bundles
to be used for
alternative land
uses such as urban
farms, alternative
energy generation,
manicured green
spaces

TIMEFRAME
Ongoing

PARTNERS

Detroit Land Bank
Authority
Department of
Neighborhoods
Greening of Detroit

SUCCESS MEASURES

Number of
contigous lots
purchased

PRIORITY
Medium

Number of projects
developed

3. PLACEMAKING AND PARKS/GREENSPACE
Parks as Public Land
Maintain all parks in the area as publicly owned spaces by increasing opportunities for neighborhood
groups and businesses to expand on the City’s adopt-a-park program. Park preservation is crucial for
attracting new residents and retaining existing residents by creating usable and planned public spaces.
ACTION STEPS

Match block clubs and
businesses who are
interested in maintaining
parks to develop
maintenance plans

TIMEFRAME

PARTNERS

SUCCESS MEASURES

PRIORITY

Ongoing

Block Clubs
Local businesses
8 Mile Blvd
Association
City of Detroit Adopt a
Park Program
City Recreation
Department
Detroit Parks Coalition

Number of partnerships
established

High

Number of meetings

Planning and
Development
Department
Detroit Future City

Participate in the
Urban Agriculture
working group

Ongoing

Purchase side lots
to start community
gardens or pocket
parks

Ongoing

Connect with
People’s Platform
and the Community
Land Bank Working
Group

1 year

Connect with DFC
land transformation
guide

1 year
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City PDD

City policy changes

Low

Number of lots
purchased to create
public spaces

Medium

Number of
NED members
participating

Medium

Establishment of
one ‘pilot project’
from the guide

Medium

City Planning
Commission

DLBA
Department of
Neighborhoods
Lots of Love
Department of
Neighborhoods
People’s Platform
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DFC

Number of parks being
maintained

High

Meet with groups who are
successfully transforming
and preserving parks to
learn about their work

1 year

People for Palmer Park
Clark Park
Stoepel Park
O’Hair Park

Meet with the Detroit
Parks Coalition to explore
opportunities to work
together

1 year

Detroit Parks Coalition Become member of the
coalition

Medium

Connect with local artists
to develop signs and other
place defining activities

2 years

Allied Media Project
Brightmoor
Woodworkers
City Recreation
Department

Number of signs and art
installations

Medium

Nortown website
RESTORE NED
website

Number of views/
downloads of booklet

Medium

Block clubs

Number of clean up days
organized

High

Number of parks that
remain parks in the
updated MPP

High

Publish NED’s Parks booklet
online

1 year

Continue clean up days with
residents, business owners
and city to make sure parks are
cleaned on a regular basis and
dumping is kept to a minimum

Ongoing

Work with Planning and
Development to ensure that
parks are protected during
the revision of the Master
Plan of Policies

Ongoing

Local businesses

CDAD
Planning and
Development
Department

CDAD • RESTORE NED COMMUNITY VISION
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Conner Creek Greenway and the Inner Circle Greenway
The construction of I-94 fractured the east side. The Conner Creek Greenway is designed to develop
an open space network of biking and walking trails. Various amenities will be linked through the
Greenway including parks, schools and shopping destinations.
The Inner Circle Greenway is a non-motorized trail project bordered by Wyoming on the west, Mt.
Elliot on the East, McNichols to the North and the Detroit River on the south. The trails unfold in
Detroit, Hamtramck, Highland Park and Dearborn. This greenway has the potential to connect the
northeast side with different places including Eastern Market, the Riverfront, Midtown and Downtown.
This will be an important access point for residents who do not have cars and who may rely on
unreliable public transportation and will expand opportunities for tourists to get around the city. It will
also create expanded opportunities for residents to become more active and spend time outside.
For specific route suggestions, see Appendix C
ACTION STEPS

TIMEFRAME

Connect NED
area to Midtown,
Downtown,
Riverfront and
Eastern Market
with expansion
of Conner Creek
Greenway and Inner
Circle Greenway

Ongoing

Educate public
about the
importance of
greenways and
connectivity

Ongoing

PARTNERS

SUCCESS MEASURES

Greenways Coalition Increased access
via Conner Creek
Greenway and Inner
Circle Greenway

Greenways coalition Number of
education
opportunities
organized

PRIORITY
High

Medium

Placemaking
As part of a strategy to build community pride, RESTORE NED will engage in a series of Placemaking
activities. Placemaking and be defined as the process of people coming together to create
great public spaces in their community. Placemaking is emerging as a unique tool to strengthen
communities and public spaces. During the RESTORE NED Planning sessions, many ideas for
Placemaking emerged including:
ACTION STEPS

TIMEFRAME

Implementing a
Placemaking project
anchored by the old
Village of Norris in
partnership with the
historic 2-Way Inn

5 years

Organizing a series
of biking tours
through historically
significant
neighborhoods such
as Conant Gardens

Ongoing

Connect with artists
in the district to
create public art in
parks and installing
murals on vacant
storefronts

Ongoing

Planning pop-up
exhibits in vacant
storefronts

Ongoing

Developing
partnerships to
host events at the
velodrome in Dorais
park

PARTNERS

Patronicity
KIVA Detroit
2-Way Inn

SUCCESS MEASURES

Funding for Village
of Norris project
secured

PRIORITY
High

Nortown CDC
Slow Roll

Number of bike
Eastside Bikers Club tours organized

Low

313 Detroit Bicycle
Club
Vacant property
owners

Number of
installations

Medium

Allied Media Project
City Parks
Department
Vacant property
owners

Number of pop ups

Low

Number of events

Low

Number of events or
improvements made
to Detroit parks

High

City of Detroit
2 years

Thunderdrome
Biking groups
Skateboarding
groups
City of Detroit
Recreation
Department

Parks

Ongoing

Detroit Parks
Coalition
Nortown

19
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4. S
 TRENGTHEN COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS AND WORK WITH BUSINESS OWNERS
Commercial corridors in the area are host to a variety of businesses. Many businesses are owned
by responsible business owners who follow code, take good care of their properties, provide
goods and services required by residents in the area and support community events and initiatives.
The business community in the area is varied and includes many family-oriented businesses as
well as adult entertainment clubs, junkyards, party stores and car dealerships. Residents believe
that business owners have a large part to play in the revitalization of the area. Plans to address
commercial corridors and work with business owners include:
ACTION STEPS

TIMEFRAME

Build on the existing
business association and
recruit new members

Ongoing

Develop strategy to
document industrial
zoning code violations

Ongoing

Work with 8 Mile Blvd
Association to ensure
compatibility between
resident plan and
Association work

Ongoing

Work with city to ensure no
more permits are issued
to adult entertainment
establishments, marijuana
dispensaries and junk
yards

Ongoing

Work with the business
association to develop a
marketing campaign to
attract new businesses to
the area

2 years

Work with City and
funders to create Green
Thoroughfares in areas
where there are many
vacant storefronts and
help relocate existing
businesses to busy nodes

Ongoing
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PARTNERS

NED Business
Association
Nortown Interns

8 Mile Blvd
Association

SUCCESS MEASURES

PRIORITY

Number of new members

High

Creation of major code
infraction list
Quarterly meetings
scheduled

Zoning and Planning Number of permits
Commission
denied

Medium

Social Marketing
students
City PDD

Campaign developed

High

Medium

Implementation started
in two years

One green thoroughfare
Greenways Coalition completed

TIMEFRAME

Medium

PARTNERS

SUCCESS MEASURES

PRIORITY

Build relationships
with local businesses
to encourage them to
support community
events and neighborhood
stabilization

Ongoing

Individual
businesses

Increase in business
support for community
events

High

Meet with Motor City
Match to market existing
commercial properties to
potential business owners

1 year

Motor City Match

Number of new
businesses that open in
the area

High

Ensure local
entrepreneurs are
connected with the
various business start-up
networks and learning
opportunities

Ongoing

Individual

Increased participation
from D3 in mentioned
programs

High

Implementation of
marketing campaign

Medium

Entrepreneurs
Tech Town
Motor City Match
Build

Medium

Board of Zoning
Appeals

Business
Association

ACTION STEPS

Benson D3
meetings
Organize a buy District 3
campaign to encourage
support of local
businesses

Ongoing

Develop neighborhood
guides that list residents
who have businesses
in order to encourage
neighbors to hire
neighbors

2 years

NED volunteers

Number of guides
created

Low

Expand on the community
investment program to
purchase and renovate
commercial properties

Ongoing

Crowfunding
platforms such as
Patronicity and Kiva

Number of properties
purchased through
investment club

High

Green buffering to shield
Ongoing
residents from high traffic
areas and industrial plants
and light industry

Detroiters Working for
Environmental Justice

Number of green buffers High
established

Social Marketing
students
NED volunteers

Greening of Detroit
Planning and
Development
Department
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5. SAFETY
Public safety is a major concern for residents across the area. Crime and the appearance of
crime deters the work of community groups and prevents residents from engaging in community
activities. Residents have identified a number of activities to increase safety and security in their
neighborhoods, including:
ACTION STEPS

TIMEFRAME

Neighborhood Patrols

2 years

PARTNERS

Greenacres Radio
Patrol

SUCCESS MEASURES

Number of patrols
organized

PRIORITY

High

Existing NED area
patrols
NED volunteers
Man Network
DPD
Neighborhood Police
Officer

Stronger relationships with

Ongoing

Neighborhood Police Officer

-regular meetings
-two-way communication
between residents and
Detroit Police Services

Tree trimming and
maintaining clear site lines

Neighborhood Watch

Crime Alerts

Neighborhood Police
Officer

Ongoing

City of Detroit
DTE

Ongoing

Increase in trees being
trimmed

Number of new watch
Community relations groups organized
officer
GroupMe website/
app

High

ACTION STEPS

TIMEFRAME

Linking vacant land and
housing deconstruction to
green jobs creation

1-2 years

Starting cooperatively
owned businesses such
as a cooperatively owned
cider mill, fish farm,
grocery store, coffee shop,
graffiti removal business

5 years

Encourage small
businesses to hire from
within the community

Number of
neighborhoods that
organize text alert
system

PARTNERS

SUCCESS MEASURES

Build Social Institute Information sessions
organized
SWOT

PRIORITY

High

Greening of Detroit
Build Social

One cooperative
developed

High

Business
Association

Public education
materials developed

High

People’s Platform

Increase in residents
participating in CBA
conversations

High

Central Christian
CDC
D-Town Farm
1 year

Support Community
Benefits Agreement work,
especially connected to
the State Fair Grounds

1-5 years

Promote employment
training opportunities to
residents

Ongoing

D4

Nortown
BFDI
Matrix

Decrease in time it takes
to get a response

Local block clubs

Block clubs that
have experience:
Hubbard Farms,
East English Village
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High

District Manager

Nextdoor website
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Quarterly meeting
scheduled

6. EMPLOYMENT
Unemployment was issue that was raised repeatedly. Detroiters need various employment
opportunities geared toward all skill levels. Employment and household income are complex issues
but residents have identified some key areas opportunity including:

Increase in number of
residents participating
in existing employment
training opportunities

Medium

Block Clubs
Low

Build relationship with
Mount Elliot Employment
District to ensure new
businesses hire from
within the District

1-5 years

DEGC

DEGC engages residents
during entire process
Resident representation
on the Advisory
Committee

Medium

Agreement to hire
residents from District 3
Create opportunities
for residents currently
engaged in the informal
economy to increase
household income
by connecting with
entrepreneurship training

Ongoing

Build
Build Social
Marketing Students

Number of residents
participating in business
training

High

Increase in number of
small businesses owned
by residents
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7. UNITY ACROSS DISTRICT
District 3 is home to many block clubs and churches but few community development corporations
and non profits operate in the area. Its sheer size makes it difficult to organize across the district. A
strategy to build relationships, increase participation and share resources across the district should
be developed. A strategy to build such a system might include:
ACTION STEPS

TIMEFRAME

Formation of a district1-2 years
wide group of block clubs,
churches, neighborhood
groups, businesses and
organizations.

PARTNERS

CDAD
Nortown
Scott Benson
BDFI
Matrix

SUCCESS MEASURES

Agreement to form such
a group

PRIORITY

High

Formation of a steering
committee
Group meeting quarterly

RESTORE NED
groups
RESTORE NED building
Ongoing
stronger relationships
with other non-profits in
the area including Matrix,
Osborn Neighborhood
Alliance, Life Builders,
Black Family Development
and others

NED Steering
Committee

Develop standard NED
6 months
presentation to show
across the district to build
relationships and increase
support

Intern – CCS
or other graphic
design intern

Build working
relationships with District
Manager, Neighborhood
Police Officer and
Council Member in order
to increase support for
RESTORE NED plan

6 months

NED Steering
Committee

Work to host capacity
building training for
block clubs across the
District geared toward
implementing the
RESTORE NED paln

Ongoing
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CDAD
Michigan
Community
Resources

TIMEFRAME

PARTNERS

Establishment of fund

Patronicity

Residents accessing
funds

Develop a District 3
1 year
website that can act as
a central information
gathering point about
block clubs, training,
employment opportunities,
city programs and local
businesses

Intern

Website developed

Medium

Start a District 3 positive
image campaign

Social Marketing
Student

Number of postings on
social media

Medium

Ongoing

Number of sessions
attended by RESTORE
NED members

High

High

Number of positive
stories appearing in local
media
Ongoing

Nortown
CDAD
MOSES

RESTORE NED
representation at these
tables

High

Signatures collected
to be able to form a
Community Advisory
Council

High

People’s Platform

-Presentation developed; High
different formats
available

High

PRIORITY

CDAD

Connect District 3 to
larger city-wide working
groups

RESTORE NED quarterly
meetings with DM and
NPO

SUCCESS MEASURES

1-3 years
Establish a fund to
support resident-led
implementation of projects
identified in the RESTORE
NED Plan

High

Agreement on one joint
project or event

Department of
Neighborhoods
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Meetings and
presentations scheduled
to share information
about NED

ACTION STEPS

Transportation
Riders United
Work to ensure enough
signatures are collected
to establish a community
advisory council

1 year

NED volunteers
Detroit Voices

Economic Justice
Alliance of Michigan
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SHORT TERM
KEY INITIATIVES
The RESTORE NED plan is a robust plan that
includes countless initiatives and projects. It
crucial to identify a few key initiatives for the
resident and stakeholder working groups to
implement.
Lighthouse Project: An initiative to create
a scaled-down version of the Downtown
Lighthouse Project in the Northeast end.
The Lighthouse Project is a neighborhood
watch initiative that brings together various
businesses in the downtown core to provide
shelter, support, safety and those who are
in need of assistance. Each partner has 24
hour security staff available to help those who
need assistance. Residents are interested in
creating a scaled down version of this initiative
for Northeast Detroit by creating a partnership
with the Downtown Lighthouse Project,
factories and hospitals. One information
meeting has been organized thus far.
Village of Norris: The 1873 Village of Norris
historically extended from Van Dyke to Mound
Road, Seven Mile to Six Mile should be
preserved and used as an economic engine
to capitalize on its unique link to Yellowstone
National Park through its village founder/
developer Col. Philetus W. Norris. The Norris
House at Mt. Elliott, NW corner of Iowa is on
the National Register of Historic Places and
needs to mapped and promoted as such.
The restoration will occur through a phased
process and will serve as an eco-heritage
site including a Green Venture area for solar
power, urban agriculture and environmental
education. The site will also include a
27
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recreational green space to promote Detroit
arts and music. The area will be surrounded
by a Village Hub beginning at Nevada and Mt.
Elliott. An urban cider mill to compliment the
village image, will be developed at Mt. Elliott
just south of Iowa (west side). The cider mill
will use solar technologies for operations on
the Green Venture site identified above.
Extension of Bike lanes/Conner Creek
Greenway
Develop Derby Hill as 4 seasons park by
developing partnerships to provide services
and programs in the park. Partnerships can
be developed with the Detroit Parks Coalition
and People for Palmer Park to learn about their
programming in the park. Search for a sponsor
to maintain the park and provide needed
infrastructure should also be pursued.
Convert former Liquor Control Commission
warehouse on Nevada and Sherwood into a
new community recreation center and park.
The park should be on adjacent land and be
complimentary to the Green Venture being
planned for Sherwood.
Organize trainings for residents on topics
relevant to implementing the RESTORE NED
plan. Potential topics include safety, workers’
cooperatives, code enforcement, different city
departments, Detroit Future City and RESTORE
NED compatibility, urban agriculture and park
development.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE ACTION

• Connect with Denby High School and DFC’s
work in the area.

• Develop partnerships with others working in
the community in order to maximize efforts
at implementation (such as Councilor Scott
Benson, Osborn Neighborhood Alliance, Black
Family Development Inc, Life Builders, etc.)
and by connecting with CDAD’s District 3
Caucus group.
•Continue engagement efforts to ensure the
plan adequately reflects the view/will of the
community. Conduct ‘check-ins’ with block
clubs, service organizations, Churches and
developers in order to ensure plan reflects the
will of the people.
• Work with Planning and Development
Department to get plan embedded into Master
Plan of Policies.
• Work with Planning and Development
Department to ensure a strong community
engagement process for developing final draft
of District 3 Master Planupdate
• Work with DFC to determine compatibility and
determine which projects and initiatives DFC
can support.
• Connecting NED plan to Community Advisory
Council and advocate that RESTORE NED plan
is a standing item on the agenda of the District
3 Community Advisory Council.
• Create working groups of residents and other
stakeholders to work on implementation of key
initiatives identified in the RESTORE NED plan.
• Organize capacity building opportunities for
members of Steering Committee and working
groups to support implementation efforts.
• Recruit resource persons to the Steering
Committee and working groups including
Greening of Detroit, Detroit Future City,
University of Michigan, Detroit Collaborative
Design Center, various City Departments,
Detroiters Working for Environmental Justice,
Wayne State Planning Department.
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ZONE 1 – BOUNDED BY SIX MILE TO I-94, CONNER TO SHERWOOD
Six Mile

Connect Six Mile to the Conner Creek Greenway at the open space near Mt. Olivet
Cemetery.

French Road

Continue bike lanes along French Road to Fletcher Field, down to Erwin and along to
connect with Nortown Homes I and II. Follow Erwin to McClellan, then McClellan to
Harper, Harper across Gratiot to Conner to connect loop to Conner Creek Greenway.

Erwin St.

Grinnell St.

This area should be converted into a Green Thoroughfare.
Knodell St.

McClellan St.

Georgia St.

Harper

St. Cyril

Van Dyke
Mt. Olivet St.
Almont St.

Continue bike lanes along Van Dyke to Mt. Olivet/Almont Street and continue to I-94
intersection.
Re open 6 mile

6 Mile
Van Dyke
Doyle St.

Grinnell should maintain its light industrial (M2) status as well as become a buffer zone
to the surrounding residential areas.

Harper
Miller St.
Harper St.

watershed areas near Knodell and Georgia Streets is a potential area for storm water
retention
Re-purpose the historic landmark of the Eastown Theatre to re-start an Entertainment
District along Harper from St. Cyril to Harper.
Area behind Alkebulan Village i.e. Miller to Harper, St. Cyril, to Van Dyke(west side)
should be deemed a planned development area with a mix of Spacious Residential,
and Multi-family units.

St. Cyril
Village Hub/mini business center from Van Dyke, Doyle, Dobel, and Nuernberg;
Create an educational complex- pre-school to community college centered around
the Church with a Community Center.

Van Dyke

Dobel St.
Nuernberg St.
Dobel St.

Build Senior Citizen complex on Van Dyke and Dobel (east side of Van Dyke).

Van Dyke

ZONE 2 – EIGHT MILE ROAD TO SEYMOUR/SIX MILE: GRATIOT TO KELLY ROAD

Partner with Greening of Detroit to redesign Fletcher Field..

7 Mile Rd

French Rd.

Demolish blighted industrial plants on French Road and erect solar energy generation
and geo-thermal generator near the Chrysler Complex

Seymour St.

Palmetto St.

Use former Lynch School at Palmetto and Van Dyke for community service center.

Chalmers

Fletcher Field

Van Dyke
Lynch St.
Van Dyke
Van Dyke
Georgia St.

Create a mini Village Hub (northwest and southwest sides) at Lynch and Van Dyke
(with café, bakery, retail, supermarket, pharmacy)
Repurpose former Crockett High School (west side of Van Dyke at Georgia to St.
Cyril) and Burroughs Playfield to develop recreation center, library, ice rink, basketball
courts

Hayes
Houston Whittier

Create a Village hub that includes cultural center, a café’ (River of Life), amphitheater,
and nature scape on Houston Whittier.

Hayes

Create a Village Hub at with variety of stores/shops at Hayes and Eastwood.

Eastwood St.
7 Mile

St. Cyril St.

State Fair

Burroughs St.

Heilman St.

Gilbo St.
Van Dyke

Convert the area from Gilbo to Van Dyke, Mt. Olivet, Almont, Leander and Dubay to
Green Venture - Tree farm, and nursery, woodcuts, fruit garden and orchards.

State Fair
Beland St.

Almont St.

Lappin St.

Mt. Olivet St.

Outer Drive

Leander St.

Kelly

Dubay St.

Houston Whittier

Van Dyke
Marjorie St.
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Build an Urgent Care facility on Van Dyke/Marjorie
(west side Van Dyke)

7 mile (south) to Seymour(six mile) and from Hayes (on the east) to Chalmers (on the
west)” create landscaped earth berms and retention ponds in this residential area.

Create Naturescape with retention ponds(?) at Heilman Recreation Center
Establish bike routes to connect to Denby High School,Conner Creek Greenway,
Beland Manning Park. From Beland, connect with Lappin, turn right and connect with
Outer Drive which is main connector route for Conner Creek Greenway. Also connect
Kelly down to Houston Whittier to get a Gratiot connector to Conner Creek Greenway
(District 4).

Gratiot
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ZONE 3 – EIGHT MILE TO SIX MILE ROAD; WOODWARD AVE. TO DEQUINDRE
Woodward

Need Hub for light rail at Meijer (Woodward and 8 Mile Road)

8 Mile
Outer Drive

Bike trail installed along Outer Drive/State Fair to connect with Inner Circle Greenway
at Dequindre/Hamtramck

7 MIle

Build new quality, housing south of 7 Mile along the Woodward Rail line

Woodward

Create a public Art and Craft Center on Parkhurst Place between Woodward
and John R.

John R.
John R.

Make John R. a “GR T”

Dequindre

7 Mile

Hamtramck St.

John R

Convert the area bounded by Seven Mile, John R, RR, to Dakota Street into a Green
Venture zone

State Fair

Derby

A Dog Park is planned for Derby

Dakota st.

Ralston St.

For the area bounded by Ralston to RR., Penrose Gardens housing development
project underway, add Duplex Housing, with“ community gardens”/”rain gardens”?

Wanda St.

Charleston St.
Penrose St.
Larchmont St.
John R.
State Fair

Note: Perfecting Church is building its “mega church” off Woodward between Penrose
and Larchmont. Work with Perfecting to develop a compatible land use
We anticipate that the City of Detroit rehab their DPW Waste Collection Site at John R
and State Fair (Outer Drive).

John R. and the railroad

Install Green Technologies in the industrial area along John R and the RR

John R.

Convert the area area bounded by John R, I-75, State Fair, and Seven Mile
(Coventry,Keating, Andover, and Omira) to Spacious Residential with a Village hub at
7 Mile/John R. Create “cul de sac” berm areas in the Leah & Bucky’s” subdivision

I-75

Use School Building on Wanda to develop processing or manufacturing center to
support the Green Ventures in the surrounding area.

ZONE 4 – EIGHT MILE TO SIX MILE ROAD; DEQUINDRE TO RYAN
6 Mile

Keep mostly traditional residential but there are some challenged blocks

Dequindre

keep and maintain all existing parks
Establish Farmers’ Market at 6 Mile and Dequindre

6 Mile

Create an herb garden at 6 Mile to RR/Jerome

State Fair

Jerome St.

7 Mile

6 Mile

Create walking trail, 6 Mile to Conant

Coventry st.

Conant

Turn closed schools into year round green houses and green technology development
e.g. Corville School

Keating St.

Create Village Hub 7 Mile to Outer Drive

Andover St.

7 Mile

Omira St.
I-75 Service Dr.
7 Mile

Create a green buffer” zone along the I-75 service drive from Seven Mile to 8 Mile
(Naturescape).

Create an open space/naturescape (welcome area) At 7 Mile and I-75

I-75
Cameron

Create a “green buffer” zone on Cameron from 8 Mile to Seven Mile.

7 MIle

Remington St.
Outer Drive/State Fair
Neveda

Convert the area from Hawthorne from to Remington, Remington to Outer Drive/State
Fair to spacious residential.
Hawthorne from Outer Drive/State Fair to Nevada is Spacious Residential with a
bike path to Hawthorn Park. Connect this bike path to Nevada so it will connect with
Conner Creek Greenway and Inner Circle Greenway planned connectors.
Convert Marshall School to a “trade school” or votech

Hull St.

Develop “TR” housing (duplex units on Hull and Robinwood.

Robinwood St.
7 Mile
Hull St.
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7 Mile/Dequindre to Ryan divided boulevard or islands

Ryan
7 Mile

Make 7 Mile a Green Thoroughfare

Dequindre

Create non-motorized/bike trail to link area to planned Inner Circle Greenway via
Dequindre, along Jerome, to Ryan to Nevada.

Jerome St.
Ryan

8 Mile
Hawthorne St.

7 Mile
Dequindre

8 Mile
7 Mile

Build a pharmacy at 7 Mile and Conant

Conant

Convert the area of seven mile,that is in close proximity to the Lincoln Library, into a
“Green Thoroughfare.

Neveda
Ryan St.

Create “green” buffer zones around industrial sites along Ryan and Shield.

Shield St.
Mason School

If the Mason School is available, it should be earmarked for adaptive reuse to learn/
build “Green Technologies”.

7 Mile

Traffic Calming” techniques should be added

Conant

Seven Mile between Conant and Ryan.

Ryan
Conant Gardens

Need to capitalize on historic significance of Conant Gardens area to insure that the
City makes it one of its target areas for blight/rehab programs.
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ZONE 5 – EIGHT MILE TO SIX MILE(MCNICHOLS); HOOVER TO GRATIOT
(AKA A PART OF THE SKILLMAN OSBORN GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD INITIATIVE AREA)
Hoover
Greiner St.
Hoover
Grenier St.

Church of Nazarene (Hoover and Greiner) has planned to build a parking lot next door
and start a Church garden across the street, this needs to be supported and added to
the plan

All existing industrial owners that have legal Certificates of Occupancy should be
required to “clean up” and add landscaping and berms.
Fenelon St.
Ryan
6 Mile

Add bike lanes from Brenda Scott Middle School and Osborn High School with
Conner Creek Greenway. Also add bike lanes on Schoenherr and Gratiot.

ZONE 7 – EIGHT MILE TO CASMERE; SHERWOOD/FILER TO MOUND ROAD

E. Outer Dr.
Schoenherr

7 Mile

Gratiot

St. Louis St.

6 Mile
6 Mile

Mt. Elliott
Luce St.

Hoover

Desner St.
Convert State Fair from Gratiot to Hoover into a “GR T” area and add bike lanes.

Outer Drive

Gratiot

State Fair

Hoover

Nevada
Outer drive
6 Mile

ZONE 6 – EIGHT MILE TO SIX MILE(MCNICHOLS); RYAN TO MOUND ROAD

Mt. Elliott
Filer St.

Derby Hill

Convert Derby Hill to a four seasons park: Sledding, band shell, Green Venture/
Recreational Project, and possibly rehabbing the existing Velodrome.

Armad St

Continue Blue Infrastructure /CSO mitigation of the planting of over 350 trees by
Greening on the southern slope of Derby Hill. Create a Naturescape and/or signage
to educate the public about the project, pollution, etc. facing street of Amrad.

Farewell Park

Maintain Farewell as a prime City park, as well as, four seasons park. Maintain
community garden space at 8 mile.

St. Louis St.

Repurpose Van Zile school on Outer Drive and Conley as an agricultural school and
innovative center for people to learn urban ag related trades.

Nevada

Outer Drive
Conley St.
E. Outer Drive
Conley St.

Down Zone M4 building on E. Outer Drive to brownfield site and propose that it be
mitigated and converted to a new, senior citizen living complex.

Mt. Elliott
Nevada
Justin St.

Utilize the non-motorized travelers/bike lanes to connect Outer Drive to historic
Village of Norris via Mt. Elliott and the Woodward Rail lines.
Nevada currently is the site of a multi-family housing complex known as “Sojourner
Truth.” The streets adjoining Justine and Conley at Nevada should be proposed as
open space for Green Venture.

Conley St.
Ryan
Mc Nichols

6 Mile
Sherwood

Dwyer St.

Six Mile – should be designated as a Green Thoroughfare. Industrial owners need to
clean up and maintain landscape berms to mitigate their negative operations.
The city DPW collection yard (J. Fons on Six Mile) should install green buffers around
the facility to improve the area surrounding it
ALL OF SIX MILE in Zone 7 as bounded by Mound, Sherwood -- north and south
sides requires special attention. This historic area should be designate as a Green
Thoroughfare.
The former Pierce School Site (bounded by St. Louis, Dwyer, Nevada and Iowa) should
be designated as a “GR V” for apple orchards. NONE of the land should be used for
car tow operations. It should remain SP R – or – from Hilldale to Stockton is should be
designated as “GR V.”

Iowa St.
Hilldale St.

Create a new “Village Hub” At Ryan & McNichols (northeast at streets of Dean,
Sunset, Shields). Convert the area from Healy ( Justine, Eureka, Hasse) between
Six Mile and Nancy streets to Spacious Residential.

Mt. Elliott
Lantz St.
Davison
Robinwood St.

Note: Mt. Elliott (eastside) has been down-zoned from M4 to M2 from Lantz to
Davison. The west side of Mt. Elliott has been designated B2. None of these changes
have been noted in official records which affects Zoning Hearing cases. Blighted
properties (especially those illegally operated) along Mt Ellliott from Robinwood to Six
Mile need to be refurbished.

6 Mile
Van Dyke
6 Mile
7 Mile

Sunset St.

Mt. Elliot

Shields St

Iowa St.
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Propose Bike lanes used to link Nevada to historic Conant Gardens, Zone 4, the Inner
Circle Greenway as well as Conner Creek Greenway at Outer Drive.

Mound

Dean St.

33

Propose bike lanes to link Outer Drive with State Fair/Woodward rail line and historic
areas of Village of Norris/Conant Gardens.

Stockton St.

Bloom St.
Outer Drive

Both Kern Playfield ( bounded by Seven Mile, St.Louis, Robinwood and Mt. Elliott
Streets) and St. Louis Luce Park (bounded by Luce and Desner) require upgrading and
maintanence to be used a community greenspace and recreation.

Robinwood St.
Possibly add “traffic calming” measures along Hoover from Seven Mile to Six Mile

7 Mile
State Fair

The proposed area From Fenelon to Ryan, Six Mile to prison will be converted into a
Green Venture space.

Note: The 1873 Village of Norris which historically extended from Van Dyke to Mound
Road, Seven Mile to Six Mile needs to be preserved and used as an economic engine
to capitalize on its unique link to Yellowstone National Park. This house is on the
National Register of Historic Places and needs to mapped as such. When restored,
the Norris House will serve as an ECO-HERITAGE site for Green Venture – solar, urban
ag, geothermal, art, music , environmental education . The whole village will act as a
Village Hub beginning with the cross-roads of Nevada & Mt. Elliott.
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ZONE 7 – EIGHT MILE TO CASMERE; SHERWOOD/FILER TO MOUND ROAD CON’T
Mt. Elliot

An “in-city” cider mill will be developed at Mt. Elliott just south of Iowa (west side).

6 Mile

Six Mile – must be RE-OPENED! The closure of Six Mile has negatively impacted
businesses from Gratiot to the Davison Freeway. Six Mile should be designated as a
Green Thoroughfare.

The area South of Six mile, the Streets of St. Louis, Dwyer and Gable to Casmere
should be Spacious Residential and vacant lot with no claim should be should be
designated as “GR V”.

6 Mile

Iowa St.
St. Louis St.
Gable St.

Sherwood

Six Mile – must be “beautified” – The J. Fons Company on Six Mile between Filer
and Sherwood must be aesthetically improved and its air and soil pollution of the
surrounding environment must be mitigated with setbacks, landscape berms, and a
new earth tone façade.

Casmere St.

Davison

Davison needs to be a Green Thoroughfare.

7 Mile

Seven Mile needs to be a Green Thoroughfare from Van Dyke to Sherwood.

Dwyer St.

Mt. Elliott
Neveda
6 Mile

Special Mapping Request – Due to the sensitive and unique historical area of Nevada/
Mt Elliott, it is important that a “specially designated truck route” be established
to keep industrial trucks off Mt. Elliott from Nevada to Davison. Therefore, NED is
requesting that Van Dyke, Mound Davison, and Six Mile be used by DPW vehicles
enroute to J.Fons at Six Mile and all other heavy duty (18 wheeler) trucks refrain from
using Mt. Elliott from Seven Mile south. This will also be noted in Zone 8 and Zone 9
narratives.

6 Mile
8 Mile

Hilldale St.

7 Mile
Nevada
6 Mile
7 Mile

Lantz St.
Outer Drive
8 Mile
Sherwood
Milbank

6 Mile
7 Mile
8 Mile
Nevada
Davison
Mt. Elliott
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Outer Drive needs to be a Green Thoroughfare with bike lanes to insure linkage to
the Conner Creek Greenway at Van Dyke and to the west to insure linkage with Mt.
Elliott (South to Village of Norris and Inner Circle Greenway) and further west to link
communities to the Woodward Line.
6 Mile
French Rd.

The east side of Sherwood from Hildale to Nevada shall remain a Naturescape

Robinwood St.

Sherwood going north from Hildale to Seven Mile Road will be designated as
“SP R” for the next 5 years and convert to a Naturescape Buffer in the next 5 years,
if the “SP R” phases itself out.
Sherwood going south from Nevada to Six Mile should be designated as a
Naturescape.
Sherwood going north from Seven Mile to Emery needs to be a Naturescape.

Emery St.
Emery St.

Sherwood

The M4 Zoning Designation for the area of Sherwood from Six Mile to 8 Mile Road
needs to be down-zoned to M2. Existing, long established uses along this corridor
need to be “landscaped” and upgraded- awnings and earth-tone colors, parking
lots with proper Setbacks, and landscaping and wrought iron fencing. This will
re-purpose Sherwood to an “in place” industrial park-like area with open, green
buffer zones to shield residential (east) streets from industrial (west) uses.

Nevada
Hilldale

Van Dyke

Van Dyke

ZONE 8
Sherwood

Filer St.

Sherwood from Emery to Lantz should be rezoned to B2 with landscaping and parking
lots with landscaping and wrought iron fences.
Note: Due to the current M4 industrial zoning of Sherwood from Outer Drive to 8 Mile,
the land must be re-purposed into more creative and sustainable uses that align with
the surrounding viable residential areas.
Examples proposed are:
Commercial Hardware store for former Kmart property (SW corner Outer Drive/
Sherwood) – or – a family recreational complex with skating rink, water slide, pools,
bowling alley, business conference center for the former DMann property (Sherwood/
North of Outer Drive to Milbank – or –a “GR V” wind and solar farm that will help
provide alternate energy.
Note: To protect the viability and quality of life of the residential communities and
insure productivity to the industrial uses along Six Mile, Seven Mile, Eight Mile,
Nevada, and Davison, it is imperative that “truck routes” be established to insure
that large semi-trucks be directed to use Van Dyke, Davison, Six Mile, Sherwood
and Mt. Elliott (sans historic Village of Norris area Nevada/Mt. Elliott) to reach their
destinations. Seven Mile is too narrow and Outer Drive must be protected as one of
the C ity’s most beautiful boulevards.

I-94

Van Dyke needs to be designated as a Green Thoroughfare and have bike lanes to
continue the linkage started with the City of Warren Conner Creek Tap Grant route
and extending further south to Six Mile, French Road, I-94.
Also Van Dyke, south of Seven Mile from Brentwood to Robinwood needs to be
structured as a mini “Village Hub”.

7 Mile
Brentwood St.
Van Dyke

NOTE: Measures must be taken to ensure any commercial development on Van
Dyke is buffered via natural landscape berms/arborvitae trees to ensure there is no
intrusion into the residential, Green Venture, or Spacious Residential living which
abuts it via common alleys

8 Mile

For the residential community bordered by 8 Mile, Outer Drive, Sherwood and Van
Dyke i.e. Streets of Concord, Helen, Carrie, make Spacious Residential. For streets of
Rogge, Packard, Spencer, Stotter keep Traditional Residential

Outer Drive
Sherwood
Van Dyke
Concord St.
Helen St.
Carrie St.
Rogge St.
Packard St.
Spencer St.
Stotter St.
Stotter St.
Rogge St.
Cliff St.

For residential community of Stotter , Spencer, Cliff, Rogge, Carrie, Helen and
Concord from Van Dyke to Sherwood should be designated as Spacious Residential
from Seven Mile to Lantz. From Lantz to Outer Drive the streets should remain
Traditional Residential

Carrie St.
Helen St.
Concord St.
Van Dyke
Sherwood
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ZONE 8 – CON’T
Cliff St.
Rogge St.
Carrie St.

Davison
The Law School Academy area as related to the streets of Cliff, Rogge, and Carrie,
vacant lots will be designated as Green Venture for community gardens in the area
north of Seven mile to Outer Drive, Van Dyke to Sherwood. The “original” Law School
needs to be preserved for community/educational space. IT MUST NOT BE RAZED.

Carrie St.
Sherwood
Covert St.

Outer Drive

Drake St.

Van Dyke

School St.

Sherwood

Edgeton St.

Nevada
Van Dyke
Sherwood
Brentwood St.

South of Seven Mile Road to Nevada, from Van Dyke to Sherwood, streets of
Brentwood, Robinwood, Quinn, should be designated as Spacious Residential. After
Quinn, the streets of Hildale, Grixdale, Stockton should be used for Green Venture i.e.
orchards/gardens. Emily should be Spacious Residential with vacant lots designated
as Community orchards for cider mill in historic Village of Norris.

The residential area, south of Davison, between Carrie and Sherwood, the Streets of
Covert and Drake should be designated as Spacious Residential. The small City park
at the foot of Drake and School Street should be designate as a Naturescape. All of
Brimson from Sherwood to School Street should be designated as Green Venture –
with last block part of the small park known as Brimson/Drake playfield. Edgeton from
Sherwood to Van Dyke should be designated a Spacious Residential.

Van Dyke
Covert St.
Drake St.

The area on the Streets of Covert, Drake, and Brimson should be designated
as “Urban Homestead” with the small city park at the foot of Brimson and Drake
designated as a Green Venture– blue infrastructure pond/ area.

Brimson st.

Robinwood St.
Quinn St.
Grixdale St.
Stockton St.
Emily St.
NOTE: This area is part of the original land grant of the 1873 Village of Norris,
therefore, it should tie into it with Green Venture for the open space lots as community
orchards. The former Grant School (on DPS sale list) needs to be repurposed as a
community hub and Green Venture – hydroponics.
Helen St.

The Helen Street “tenement house” or 1873 “settlement” house needs to be mapped
as an “historic adaptive reuse” structure i.e. Site for art gallery and exhibit space.

Rogge St.

South of Seven Mile to Nevada, residential streets of Rogge, Carrie, Helen, and
Concord should be Spacious Residential with vacant lots designated as Green
Venture i.e. orchards gardens

Carrie St.
Helen St.
Concord St.
Nevada
Sherwood
Davison
6 Mile

The blighted former Liquor Control Commission warehouse on Nevada and Sherwood
needs to repurposed to a community recreation center and park (Naturescape).
For the industrial area bordered by Davison/Six Mile/RR tracks/Sherwood should be
designated as Green Venture– solar and wind farms.

Sherwood
Nevada
Varjo St.

The residential area south of Nevada should remain Traditional Residential for the
streets of Varjo, Iowa and Buhr from Sherwood to Cliff. From Cliff to Van Dyke, the
streets should be designated as Spacious Residential.

Iowa St.
Buhr St.
Cliff St.
Van Dyke
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Neighborhood Revitalization

Strategic Framework

APPENDIX A
LAND USE TYPOLOGIES

DATA DELIBERATE DECIDE DO DATA DELIBERATE DECIDE DO DATA DELIBERATE DECIDE DO

A future for every part of the city.
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Data

analyze Current Condition
Neighborhood stakeholders use mapped data to
validate residential, commercial, and industrial
current conditions block-by-block.

DELIBERat E

agree on Future Direction
Based on current condition, neighborhood
stakeholders come to agreement on the best,
most cost-effective future direction for various
groups of blocks in the neighborhood.

DEC I DE

Develop Strategic Priorities
Neighborhood stakeholders define short and
long-term priorities based on the
agreed-upon future direction.

DO

Implement Revitalization Plan
Neighborhood stakeholders work to find the
resources and direct them to the short and
long-term priorities and projects outlined in the plan.

NEIGHBORHOOD
tyPOLOGy

OvERvIEw
Traditional
Residential

Both a process and a
neighborhood typology, the

The CDAD Strategic

City Hub

Framework uses a set of

CDAD Strategic Framework is a

descriptive typologies to

tool to help residents envision

help residents visualize the

the future of their neighborhood,

future that they want for

Spacious
Residential

describe that vision, and achieve
it. Residents must take the lead

their neighborhood.

Village Hub

Once goals are identified,
residents can chart a course

in creating bold and innovative

from a neighborhood’s

plans for revitalization. These

current condition to its

neighborhood plans must be

future direction.

based on data, realistic, and

Urban Homestead

community-driven. Together,

The residential typologies

Shopping Hub

reflect a range of density. The

these plans can create a

greenscape typologies range

comprehensive vision for every

from natural areas to working

neighborhood across the city.

landscapes. The industrial
typology encompasses

A sustainable Detroit requires

Naturescape

different investment strategies

all industrial uses. The

Industrial

commercial typologies

for every neighborhood and the

describe both pedestrian and

CDAD Strategic Framework is a

auto-oriented uses. Community

toolkit designed to be flexible.

Green
Thoroughfare

It allows every neighborhood
to be unique and provides for

stakeholders will decide how
their neighborhood is aligned

Green Venture

with the ten typologies.

a variety of uses within a

Each typology has suggested

single neighborhood.

strategies to help residents
turn their vision into reality.

2
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CORE PRINCIPLES
The Strategic Framework is a tool for
neighborhood planning that can be used by
community groups across the city. It is:
Community-Based
Local residents, business owners,
neighborhood associations, community
development organizations and other
stakeholders use the framework to align

HIStORy
Community Development Advocates of Detroit (CDAD)
was formed in 1995 as a trade association to provide a
citywide voice for community development organizations
(CDOs) in Detroit. In early 2009, CDAD convened a
Futures Task Force out of a conviction that Detroit
required a bold new vision for its neighborhoods.

future land use with community needs.

FOR mORE INFORmatION

future priorities.

To learn more about the Strategic Framework, visit CDAD’s
website at www.detroitcommunitydevelopment.org for a
more detailed description.

Results-Oriented

For more information, please contact either of the
Strategic Framework Committee’s co-chairs:
Sam Butler, sam.e.butler@gmail.com or
Kris Miranne, kmiranne_sddc@att.net
The committee is supported by two consultants: Goaltrac,
which is providing general support and Data-Driven Detroit,
which is providing data indicator sets and analysis.

4
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Data Driven
Neighborhood-based data provide an
agreed-upon foundation for determining

Local Stakeholders implement neighborhood
plans with measurable results.
Flexible
Priorities and plans are updated regularly as
neighborhoods change.

CDAD Neighborhood Revitalization Strategic Framework
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CDAD Neighborhood Revitalization Strategic Framework Process
COMPOSITION AND EXPLANATION OF DATA SETS
Data Driven Detroit (D3) was CDAD’s technical partner during the development of the strategic framework
process. D3 supported CDAD by operationalizing and visualizing the typologies of the strategic framework. D3
also provided technical assistance to the community stakeholders in the Springwells Village and LEAP areas.
D3 presented the data as a tool to inform (not direct) community‐based decisions. D3’s goals in the pilot
process were to utilize neighborhood indicators to illustrate existing conditions and create tools to assist
neighborhoods to understand and access data relevant to their decision‐making processes.
Residential Analysis:
Traditional Residential Sector, Spacious Residential Transition Zone, Urban Homestead
The most robust data available in Detroit relate to population, housing, and residential land use; D3’s analysis
and presentations centered on primarily on conditions within residential areas. Map 1 shows our analysis of
current conditions for residential areas across the city. The map is color‐coded based upon a combination of
several key neighborhood indicators. Broadly speaking, the dark brown represents areas that are the most
active residential areas. As the color spectrum moves toward dark green, the areas tend to have fewer
housing structures or more abandonment. Note: the two pilot project areas are outlined as well.

APPENDIX B
EXPLANATION OF DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Map 1. Current Condition: Low‐Medium Density Residential
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CDAD Neighborhood Revitalization Strategic Framework Process
COMPOSITION AND EXPLANATION OF DATA SETS

CDAD Neighborhood Revitalization Strategic Framework Process
COMPOSITION AND EXPLANATION OF DATA SETS

For the analysis in Map 1, there are two color spectrums. The Brown to Yellow represents the evaluation of
attributes related to Traditional Residential Sector. The Light Green to Dark Green represents the evaluation of
areas that are primarily residential, but with few to no housing structures.

One of the goals of this analysis is to demonstrate the relative activity of neighborhoods, regardless of
different attributes found in Detroit's unique neighborhoods. For example, when examining CDAD’s two pilot
areas, Springwells Village may have lower housing values than Indian Village, but Springwells has higher
population density and less population loss. On the citywide map, both of these areas are dark brown, despite
their differences in character. In other words, both areas have attributes that make them active and aligned
with TRS characteristics, but for different reasons.

The darkest brown areas have current characteristics that are most aligned with CDAD’s Traditional
Residential Sector (TRS) typology. Generally, the darker brown areas reflect residential areas that are more
active, have higher population density, fewer vacant lots, fewer properties owned by banks, investors or the
city, and less population decline.
Orange areas have characteristics aligned with TRS, but tend to have more challenges to the stability of the
neighborhood such as higher rates of housing vacancy or bank ownership or population decline. These areas
are stable neighborhoods, but require more intervention than brown areas to retain that stability.
As brown fades to yellow, the areas see greater challenges to neighborhood stability as TRS areas. Generally a
yellow area has less housing structure density than a brown area (or more vacant lots). The yellow blocks
would take more intensive effort to stabilize if the future direction decided by stakeholders was to be TRS.

Current Conditions Analysis: Residential Areas

D3 created a composite score from the following neighborhood indicators to illustrate how closely aligned
residential areas are with the characteristics of Traditional Residential Sectors:
1. Population Density,
2. Rate of population loss or gain
3. Housing condition ratings,
4. Estimated housing values,
5. Density of housing structures (or the opposite of residential vacant lots)
6. Housing occupancy rates
7. Parcel ownership type. Specifically, D3 included whether or not residential parcels are owned by a
non‐investor individual as opposed to a bank, investor or public entity.

Current Conditions Analysis: Residential Areas

Darkest Brown:

Most active of residential areas
More dense, fewer vacant lots,
less blight

Population Density
Population Change

Lightest Green:

A few quality condition, occupied
homes amid vacant lots

Fluid
and
Overlapping

Housing Condition
Housing Value

Darkest Green:

Housing Structure Density

Least active of residential areas
More vacant lots, fewer people,
more abandonment

Housing Occupancy

Figure 1. Low‐Medium Density Residential Analysis Spectrum
We created a two‐tiered analysis to better identify areas at the low end of the residential analysis that still
have good quality homes and home occupancy rates, albeit in less dense areas. The light green areas have
similar characteristics to the yellow areas. These are still primarily residential areas, but with higher
percentages of vacant lots or low housing occupancy rates compared to brown areas. Compared to dark
green areas, the light green areas have some good quality housing stock, but this stock is intermixed with
vacant lots.

Brown
to
Yellow
Spectrum

Percent of parcels with individuals
as owners
Figure 2. Neighborhood Indicators for Brown to Yellow Spectrum

The darkest green areas are generally residential, but are the least active, with less density, more
abandonment, and generally the highest concentrations of vacant lots.
Page 2 of 7
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CDAD Neighborhood Revitalization Strategic Framework Process
COMPOSITION AND EXPLANATION OF DATA SETS

D3 next created a light green to dark green spectrum to better understand which areas might be most like
spacious residential areas, urban homesteads, or residential areas that may be considered for repurposing.
This spectrum thus re‐evaluates least dense “residential” areas to distinguish between areas with low density,
but occupied, quality condition homes and areas with almost all vacant lots or abandonment. The green
spectrum (Figure 3) evaluates the blocks with the lowest composite scores in the brown to yellow spectrum
for the following characteristics:
1. The number of occupied homes (with a minimum number required)
2. The number of homes in good or fair condition
3. The percent of parcels with individual, non‐investor owners
4. The density of housing structures (as opposed to concentration of vacant lots)

Corridor Segment Analysis: Village Hub and Green Thoroughfare
The corridor segments in Map 2 represent a 160ft buffer around roads most likely to have commercial activity.
This map contains two analyses of the characteristics of parcels and businesses within these segments: 1) the
purple analysis and 2) the green analysis.

Current Conditions Analysis: Residential Areas

The purple spectrum illustrates the level of commercial activity within the corridor segments, specifically the
type of commercial activity described in the Village Hub typology. The businesses within each corridor
segment were filtered for specific types (limited to the categories provided in the data); these included
grocery stores, restaurants, apparel, retail, hardware, and personal services.
The green corridor segments have experienced a greater degree of disinvestment or have lower levels of
activity. The green spectrum illustrates corridor segments that more closely align with the Green
Thoroughfare typology. This analysis is limited to two criteria: the concentration of vacant lots and/or the
business vacancy rate.

Number of Occupied Homes
Number of Homes in Good or Fair
Condition
Percent of parcels with individuals
as owners

Light to Dark
Green
Spectrum

Housing Structure Density

Figure 3. Neighborhood Indicators for Light to Dark Green Spectrum

Map 2. Current Condition: Commercial Corridor Segments
Data to analyze commercial areas are particularly difficult to incorporate into a study for Detroit. Accurate
public data are not available to indicate these key variables: presence of buildings, the occupancy rate for
commercial buildings (to a greater detail than at Census Tract level from USPS), and the type of businesses on
a property. D3 utilized SEMCOG land use data and the National Establishment Time Series (NETS) data for the
analysis. In this map, corridor segments are not shown in the City Hub area located in Greater Downtown
(Downtown and Midtown). Corridors in this area require a separate analysis, unique to the density and
characteristics of the City Hub typology.
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CDAD Neighborhood Revitalization Strategic Framework Process
COMPOSITION AND EXPLANATION OF DATA SETS

Residential Analysis: Village Hubs
The analysis in Map 3 roughly shows residential areas with characteristics more closely aligned with the Village
Hub typology. The analysis includes the relative activity within both the corridor segments and the low‐
medium density residential neighborhoods. (High density residential neighborhoods are not analyzed due to
unavailability of reliable data.)

As noted, access to relevant and accurate commercial and industrial data have been far more limiting than
residential. D3 combined SEMCOG, City of Detroit, and NETS data to map vacant lots, inactive buildings, and
possibly active buildings. In addition to the corridor segment analysis, this parcel‐level mapping is provided to
community stakeholders as a tool. Validation of the data has been difficult and D3 will continue to develop
tools that assist neighborhoods to understand the characteristics of commercial and industrial areas relative
to areas across the city. In addition to parcel mapping, D3 included a hot spot analysis to illustrate Shopping
Hubs.

Census Blocks highlighted in purple have the following characteristics:
1) Ranked above the median when analyzed for residential characteristics;
2) Located within ¼ mile of a commercial corridor segment that had relatively higher density of certain
types of open businesses (of types found in Village Hubs).

Commercial Analysis: Shopping Hubs
The analysis in Map 4 roughly shows areas
aligned with the Shopping Hub typology. The
hot spots on the map show concentrations of
revenue for commercial and retail
establishments. Active Shopping Hubs will
have specific types of businesses and higher
revenue volume than scattered site retail.

Map 4. Current Condition: Shopping Hubs
Industrial Analysis: Parcel Detail
The analysis in Map 5 roughly shows the
characteristics of industrial parcels. Based
upon a combination of SEMCOG, City of
Detroit, and NETS data, the parcels are coded
as industrial lots that are either:
1) Vacant Lots,
2) Inactive Buildings, or
3) Possibly Active Buildings

Map 3. Current Condition: Village Hubs

Map 5. Current Condition: Industrial Parcels
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Specific suggestions for connections to Conner Creek Greenway and the Inner Circle Greenway are as follows:
• Create a bike path on Hawthorne from Outer Drive/State Fair to Nevada to connect
Hawthorn Park with the Conner Creek Greenway and the Inner Circle Greenway.
• Build non-motorized trails on Dequindre from McNichols to Jerome; Jerome to Ryan;
Ryan to Nevada; Nevada to Mt. Elliot. This would connect this area with the Inner Circle
Greenway and to the Conant Gardens historic market at Ryan and Nevada.
• Connect optimist park with non-motorized trails (Teppert and Runyon) to proposed bike
lanes on Greiner to Conner Creek Greenway

APPENDIX C
CONNOR CREEK GREENWAY/
INNER CIRCLE GREENWAY
ROUTE SUGGESTIONS

• Extend bike lanes on Van Dyke from 8 Mile to 6 Mile to French Road; French Road to
Harper; Harper to Conner to connect with Conner Creek Greenway
• Connect Osborn High School and Brenda Scott Middle School campuses to the Conner
Creek Greenway and bus lines on major thoroughfares by creating non-motorized trails
along Hoover to Greiner; Greiner to East Outer Drive/Mt. Olivet and create bike lanes on
Greiner to Schoennher to Gratiot
• Open the space between Mt. Olivet cemetery and City Airport runway safety zone
• Create non-motorized trails to connect with Conner Creek Greenway on French Road to
Fletcher Field; Erwin to McLellan; McLellan to Harper; Harper across Gratiot to Conner
• In area around Heilman Recreation Center (north of 7 Mile and South of State Fair)
create bike routes to connect to Denby High School. Connect bike routes to Conner
Creek Greenway by linking State Fair from Kelly to Beland Manning Park; Beland to
Lapping; turn right to Outer Drive.
• Connect Kelly to Houston Whittier to create a Gratiot connector to Conner Creek
Greenway.
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